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1
The Future
Challenges
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The Future of Work: Is this the “future”?

1 Source:
2

Aon pulse survey of 1,889 organizations around the globe | Future Workforce Strategies Accelerated by COVID-19,15th April 2020
Source: World Economic Forum | www.reports.weforum.org | Chapter 1: The Future of Jobs and Skills, 2016
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What do we need to understand and address?
Risk of automation

Creating a Growth & Agile Mindset

Digitization and job automation are
reshaping the workplace – some
roles are shrinking, new ones are
emerging and all tasks and time
needed to complete them are
subject to change.

The changing environment forces
people to adopt a more agile
approach regarding development.
We should demonstrate
eagerness to grow constantly,
seek opportunities for up-skilling
& strongly believe that own skills
and competencies can be
improved with effort and
persistence.

The role of skills
Changing jobs mean that
skills have an expiration
date – we can no longer
rely on skill assessment if
we want to hire & develop a
workforce for the future.

Enabling talent mobility and
career ownership

The role of leadership
in driving
transformation
The New Leaders should be
in a position to simplify
technological
advancements, increased
business complexity &
constant change for their
employees.

Employees are offered a wide
selection of areas to explore and
almost unlimited combination of
moves in all directions- toward
their own version of career
success. Should be in a position
to support them in creating their
new career path
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2
Critical Aspects of
New Era
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The changing role of leadership

Technological advancements

Increased business complexity

Constant change

Rapid development within IT and
innovation technology

Faster product innovation cycles, Omnichannel business and ever growing ecosystem of partner companies

Digitalisation enables faster decisionmaking and execution

Good leaders are Agile Leaders that are able to simplify all three for their employees.

They encourage their employees to harness technology and subsequently create a competitive advantage. Good leaders are
able to innovate and collaborate in new ways and are humble enough to move into a role of a facilitator. They act as agents of
change - sparking a multiplying effect across their areas of responsibility.
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Aon Digital Readiness Model:
Assessing Career Agility & Future Readiness

o The core competencies
represent the most
relevant aspects of Digital
Readiness
o The supplemental
competencies complete the
skillset needed to be
successful in the digital
world of work
o Two components:
personality and ability
o The personality component
is measured by ADEPT15®, while the ability
component is measured by
gridChallenge

The model is created to help identify the digital readiness of a person and helps to understand critical
behaviours relevant for performance in the digital world.
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The case for true Career Development/Mobility
The Future

Today

The career development
of the future looks more
like a rock-climbing wall
than a ladder or path.

Climb the
Ladder

“Y” Ladder

Career
Paths

Career
Maps

Career
Patterns

Open
Market

One dimensional,
upward
progression

One or two
dimensional
managerial or
technical
progression

Progression
within a function

Progress within
and across
functions

Grouping of roles that
encourage career
movements across
functions to build
depth and breadth

Movement
throughout the
organization
driven by
employee!!

Employees are offered
a wide selection of
areas to explore and an
almost unlimited
combination of moves in
all directions – toward
their own version of
career success.
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Building Agile Rewards Programs
How do we align our rewards program to incentivize this new
agile initiative?
With the 78% of organizations stating that they will move to the New Agile
Working Model and also taking into consideration the digital era requirements,
inevitably the they will need to align their rewards and talent strategies to
this new agile initiative.
To do that, we must consider the challenge: If agile is also a mindset, then
organizations need to prioritize and incentivize not only competencies &
skills but also the behaviors that embody this mindset at work. Rewards
is where your human capital strategy connects directly with your business
performance. Outdated pay structures could be undermining your digital
transformation efforts.
Looking across industries, technology and telecommunications respondents
expressed the greatest confidence that their organizations were ready to
work digitally. Retail and media professionals were the most confident that
their organization's rewards program supported digital talent. Transportation
and logistics lagged significantly behind on both fronts.

Source: Scaling the digitally-ready workforce: Aon's 2020 digital readiness report

To get the most out of its workforce, companies need a
compensation program that rewards not only work
outcomes but also desired ways of getting work done.
One of the first ideas companies tend to suggest in order
to incentivize agile behaviors is a special project bonus.
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Building an Agile
workforce
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Building Agile Organizations
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A Future Ready Organization & Workforce
A Future Ready Organisation has:
The right leaders who can
drive change & champion
success

Job Architecture that can
withstand automation & support
internal mobility

A culture that encourages
development & talent
mobility

HR functions that
work as one

And together they enable a…

Future Ready Workforce
that is able to…

1

Drive Innovation and take
calculated risks
Faster time to market

Reskill
on the fly
Optimise L&D Spend
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Adapt
& Evolve
Grow with the organization

Harness
Technology
Create competitive advantage

Drive process
efficiencies
Increased Return on Sales
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